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Granular flows through vertical pipes controlled by an electric field
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The flow of granular nickel particles moving down vertical pipes from a hopper in the presence of a local,
horizontal ac electric field is studied experimentally. The flow is initiated by opening the bottom outlet of the
pipe after the pipe is fully filled with particles from the hopper. The mass of particles flowing out of the pipe
is measured as a function of time by an electronic balance. The time dependence of the steady-state flow rate
Q, under each fixed voltageV, is obtained. Depending on the magnitude ofV, two types of flow behaviors are
observed. For lowV (,Vc52.0 kV!, a downward-moving interface—separating a dense particle region below
it from a low-density region above—exists between the hopper and the electrodes. Two prominent peaks exist
in the Q(t) curve forV in the range of 1.4 kV<V,Vc , reulting in two clearly defined flow ratesQA2

and,
later in time,QB . The particles measured byQA2

originate from the pipe above the electrodes, and those byQB

coming initially from the hopper. For highV (>Vc), no interface exists and the whole region between the
hopper and the electrodes are densely filled; only one constant flow rateQA2

is observed.~The precise meaning
of QA2

andQB are defined in the text.! The steady-state flow ratesQA2
andQB measured for eachV, are plotted

as a function ofV. The flow rateQA2
is a monotonically decreasing function ofV, which can be approximately

fitted by a power law, with an exponent of20.8, whileQB is found to be voltage independent. These features
result from a competition between the blocking effect of the electric-field region and the gravity-driven pushing
effect from the hopper outlet. The local electric field is able to retard the downward movement of a dense
column existing above it, but is ineffective in doing so when the column above is dilute in density.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.061305 PACS number~s!: 45.70.Mg, 81.05.Rm, 97.10.Ld
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I. INTRODUCTION

Granular matter is a subject of intense interest@1–5# in
recent years. In this field, many important topics in nonlin
physics @6#—such as pattern formation@5#, solitons @7#,
chaos@8#, and cellular automata@9–11#—were studied. In
particular, nonlinear waves in granular flow have been
served and computationally simulated@12–19#.

This discrete, compressible system has distinct featu
when compared with classical fluids. Density fluctuation
an important character of granular flow and has been bro
noticed. Many interesting phenomena related to it were
served in different experiments using x-ray imaging@19#,
spatiotemporal diagrams@14#, and light detector@15#. Inter-
mittent and kinematic shock wave@12# was found in a small-
angle two-dimensional funnel when the funnel angle w
changed. Different kinds of wave regimes@14# in the vertical
pipe were observed when the mass-flow rate was change
adjusting the stopcock at the bottom end of the tube. T
power spectra of density waves were shown to assum
stable power-law form, when the air outflow rate was co
trolled @15,17#. Jamming phenomenon of granular flow in
two-dimensional hopper was studied experimentally@20#.

In this paper, a new granular flow control mechanism
by applying a local, ac electric field—is introduced to stu
the nickel particle flow in a vertical pipe attached to a ho
per. Different density patterns in the flow were observed
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different electric-field strengths. Due to the dipole-dipole
teraction induced by the electric field, particle clusters w
formed near the field and the granular flow rate was redu
nonlinearly with the applied voltage.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHOD

A hopper with open angle 60° is joined to a short tube
9 cm long with inner diameter of 7 mm. The tube is th
joined to a long pipe of length 85 cm and inner diamete
mm. The vertical length between the tube and the pipe
cm ~see Fig. 1!. All these parts are made of glass. The pre
ence of the short tube practically prevents the flow rate in
pipe from being influenced by how particles are piled up
the hopper.

Most of the particles are spherical in shape~of average
diameter 0.25 mm!. The nickel particles are metallic; how
ever, they are covered with a thin film of oxide after expos
in air for a long time. The particles are thus electrically i
sulated from each other.

Two copper electrode plates of vertical length 10 cm, a
1.2 cm in width, are fixed upon the outside wall of the lo
pipe. The distance between the two electrodes is 5 m
which is equal to the outer diameter of the long pipe. T
upper ends of the electrodes are at a distance of 60 cm f
the top of the pipe~see Fig. 1!. An ac electric voltageV of 50
Hz in frequency is applied across the electrodes.
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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In our experiments, the applied voltageV is fixed in a
range of 0–6 kV. The voltageV is increased by 0.2 kV for
each different run. For each fixed voltageV applied across
the two electrodes, the total mass on the balanceM is mea-
sured as a function of timet.

Since nickel is a weak ferromagnetic element, we ha
used a magnet as a stopper to block or initiate the flow
fact, an electromagnet~placed 1 cm above the bottom end
the pipe, outside of and in contact with the glass pipe! is
used. In the beginning of the experiment, we turn on
control current of the electromagnet. We then fill the hop
and the pipe with the nickel particles, up to a fixed height
the hopper. The magnet keeps the particle column from f
ing out of the pipe. When the control current is switched o
the particles fall down from the pipe and are collected in
container placed on an electronic balance. A thin layer
nickel particles is initially placed inside the container to a
sorb the impact of the falling masses. The balance sends
to a personal computer at a time interval of 0.4 sec. T
resolution of the balance is 1023 g, and the maximum mas
allowed by the balance is 200 g.

During the experiments, the humidity is maintained
47–55 %. This is one of our efforts to reduce the static el
tric caused by low humidity and, at the same time, to prev
the formation of particle aggregations due to high humid

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For each experimental run, the massM collected by the
electronic balance as a function of timet is given in Fig. 2.
At time t5t0, the measured mass of 40 g is the total mass

FIG. 1. Sketch of apparatus.
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the container and the initial thin layer of particles plac
there. After the flow reaches the balance, the recorded m
M increases with time. At a different voltage the slope of t
recorded mass vs time curve is different, as can be ea
seen in Fig. 2. The lower the voltage, the faster the flow. I
an immediate evidence that the application of an exter
electric field is able to affect and retard the granular flow

The flow rateQ ([dM/dt), as a function oft, is obtained
from the slope of theM (t) curve, and is plotted in Fig. 3
with V as a parameter. For viewing convenience, eachQ(t)
curve at different voltage has been shifted vertically upw
by 10 g/s from the one below it. When the voltage is ze
the flow rate increases from zero rapidly and fluctuates fo

FIG. 2. Dependence of massM on timet. The voltage difference
between two adjacent curves is 0.2 kV.

FIG. 3. Steady-state flow rateQ(t), obtained from the slope o
M (t) at large t in Fig. 2. For viewing convenience, each of th
curves withV>0.4 kV has been shifted upward by 10 g/s from t
curve below it. Each horizontal line representsQ55 g/s, and is
drawn to guide the eye to show thatQB does not change, whileQA2

decreases with voltage. A dotted line connects all the second p
separating regimeA from regimeB in the Q(t) curves.
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FIG. 4. Sketch of the flow con-
ditions at different time intervals
in the Q(t) curve at intermediate
voltages (1.4 kV<V<1.8 kV!.
The dark ~light! gray area repre-
sents a dense~dilute! region in
which the particle density is high
~low!. ~a! Definitions of regime
A1 , A2, and B. ~b! At time t0,
when the flow is first initiated.
Particles are filled densely in th
pipe. ~c! At time t1, particles at
layer a reaches the balance; pa
ticles in layerb moves downward
to somewhere between the top o
the pipe and the electrodes, an
becomes an interface in effect.~d!
At time t2, layerb reaches the bal-
ance, flow in the pipe is dilute in
density.
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few seconds before it goes steady. As the field is increa
the fluctuating part of the curve expands and eventually se
rates into two distinct peaks at aboutV51.4 kV. The first
peak stays at the same location, while the second peak m
to the right whenV is increased. AtV>2.0 kV, the second
peak disappears~see Sec. IV for an explanation!. At the same
time, the constant flow rate beyond the first peak decrea
continuously asV increases, as is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Time dependence of the flow rates

As shown in Fig. 3 and sketched in Fig. 4~a!, the time-
dependent flow rateQ(t) curve can be separated into thr
regimesA1 , A2, andB. The time location of the first peak i
calledt1; the one for the second peak is calledt2. RegimeA1
is defined as the time interval betweent50 and t5t1, re-
gimeA2 as the part betweent1 andt2, and regimeB the part
beyondt2. At V ,1.4 kV ~see curves in Fig. 3!, the second
peak is too close to the first peak, so that the two peaks
hardly be distinguished. Thus, regimeA2 is buried in the
fluctuation of the two partly overlapped peaks andQA2

is

thus not measurable.~Here, QA2
is defined as theQ at the

middle point betweent1 and t2.! For these curves, regimeB
is the only regime where a measurable rate—the ‘‘fla
~steady! part of theQ(V) curve—may be obtained. On th
other hand, forV.1.8 kV only one peak remains; the ‘‘flat
part corresponds to the flow rate in regimeA2. There is no
regimeB since the second peak no longer exists. Only in
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intermediateV range ~1.4 kV<V<1.8 kV!, flow rates in
both regimesA2 andB are measurable.

The three regimes described above may be understoo
follows. In our experiments, the hopper and the pipe ab
the stopper are filled with nickel particles before the flow
initiated at timet5t0, as shown in Fig. 4~b! by the dark gray
color. Particles in this system may be separated into th
regions according to their initial location:~i! particles in the
pipe below the electrodes,~ii ! particles in the pipe above th
electrodes, and~iii ! particles in the hopper. These three r
gimes can be imagined to be separated by two layers
particles, which are called layera and layerb, respectively
@see Fig. 4~b!#. Particles in these three regimes flow at d
ferent rates. The location of layera is within and slightly
below the top end of the electrodes; below layera, the effect
of the electrodes is practically zero or can be ignored. La
b is at the top of the pipe. Particles in region~i! flow solely
under gravitational force. Particles in region~ii ! are retarded
by the electric field, and thus move down slower than p
ticles in region~i!. Particles in region~iii ! flow into the pipe
at a rate determined by the hopper outlet. Due to these
differences, as layera reaches the balance at timet1, layerb
moves downward and reaches somewhere above the
trodes. Layerb actually becomes an interface with partic
density above it lower than that below it. Simultaneously,
interface appears at the original location of layera, with
particle density from above denser than that at below, op
site to the case at layerb. ~Here and below, in reality, the
interface is a region of varying density and is of finite widt
5-3
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But for simplicity of drawing, it is represented by a sha
line.!

The flow rate increases fromQ(t0)50 rapidly until layer
a reaches the weighing balance at timet1 as is shown in Fig.
4~c!. From timet0 to t1, defined as time regimeA1, particles
in the flow comes from region~i!; the flow is affected neithe
by the electric-field blocking effect nor by the hopper out
pushing effect.

In between timet1 and t2 ~regimeA2), an interfaceb is
observed, which moves from top part of the pipe to reach
weighing balance att2. The steady-state flow rateQA2

is

always lower thanQA1
(t1) due to the retardation effect of th

electric field. Therefore, there exists a peak att1. The par-
ticles flowing at the rateQA2

come from region~ii !. It is a

‘‘dense’’ flow, in the sense that the flow comes from a den
column of particles from above the electrodes. Note tha
this case, this dense column situates right below a di
column @see Fig. 4~c!#.

At time t2, particles at the interfaceb reach the weighing
balance shown in Fig. 4~d!. Beyond timet2, the weighing
balance begins to record mass of particles initially from
gion ~iii !. The flow then reaches a steady-state rateQB . This
flow is called a ’’dilute’’ flow, in the sense that the flow
comes from a column of dilute particles in the pipe below
hopper.~Both QA2

andQB actually measure the flow rate ou

of the bottom of the electrode region, since the original p
ticles in region~i! below the electrodes flow out already
regimeA1.!

The rising part of the second peak of the flow rateQA2

near timet2 is due to the finite width of the interfaceb. In
this transition region, particle density varies gradually fro
dense~below the interfaceb) to dilute ~above the interface
b). The flow retardation effect caused by the electric field
reduced as the flow gets more dilute. Thus, as the interfab
passes through the electrodes, the measured flow rateQA2

increases.

B. Critical voltage and the second peak

There are two peaks in theQ(t) curve in Fig. 3. The time
location of the second peakt2 increases as voltageV in-
creases. The location of the first~second! peak corresponds
to the time that layera ~layer/interfaceb) reaches the
balance.

The downward-moving velocityvb of interfaceb in the
pipe is roughly proportional to the inverse ofDt ([t22t0).
From the location oft2 for eachV in Fig. 3, Dt vs V is
obtained and plotted in Fig. 5, which is a straight line a
vanishes atV5Vc52.060.1 kV. At the critical voltageVc ,
Dt→`, indicating that the second peak in theQ(t) curve no
longer exists, as confirmed by Fig. 3. Physically, forV
>Vc , the electric field is strong enough to retard the flo
coming from above the electrodes so that the density ab
layer b is the same as that below the layer; a dense colu
appears above the electrodes. In other words, even tho
layer b indeed moves downward, it no longer becomes
interface as in the case ofV,Vc .
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For V,Vc when layerb is indeed an interface, velocity
vb depends on the flow rate difference of particles going i
and out of the interface. It may be expressed, as sketche
Fig. 6~a!, to be

vb5@QA2
~V!2QB8#/@~rA2

2rB!F#, ~1!

whereQA2
is essentially the flow rate of the particles belo

the interfaceb; QB8 is the particle flow rate through th
hopper outlet;rA2

is the flow density below the interfaceb;

rB is the flow density above the interfaceb, and F is the
cross-sectional area of the pipe. The rateQA2

is controlled by

the applied electric voltageV. SinceVc is defined to be the
voltage at which (Dt)2150, or equivalently,vb50, it fol-
lows from Eq.~1! that Vc is also given byQA2

(Vc)5QB8 ,
i.e., when layerb is no longer an interface, as expecte
Under this condition, the second peak in theQ(t) curve dis-
appears. The fact that Fig. 5 givesVc52.0 kV is in agree-
ment with our experimental observation that at and ab
V52.0 kV, no down-moving interfaceb is observed in the
pipe.

A rough estimate of the critical voltageVc is given here.
At V>Vc , an ’’interface’’ is formed across the electric-fiel
region in the pipe. This interface is continuously formed a
broken in time, so that flow from above can be retarded a
pass through at the same time.~At high enough voltage, a
dynamically maintained arch is sometimes observed@21#.!
For simplicity, let us assume that this interface is a horizon
flat surface. In the static case, such a surface is possible w
a particle is able to adhere horizontally to another partic
This happens when the interparticle frictional force~propor-
tional toE2 in the case of dipole-dipole interaction! acting on
a particle is equal to or greater than its weight. An order-
magnitude estimate gives a criticalEc>0.35 kV/mm, corre-
sponding toV>1.75 kV in our system. The magnetic fiel
induced by this ac electric field is estimated to be ab
10211 Wb/m2. The estimated energy density ratio of th
magnetic field compared to that of the electric field is thus
the order of 10215. Hence, the effect of the magnetic fie
induced by the ac electric field can be ignored.

FIG. 5. Inverse ofDt ([t22t0) vs voltageV, fitted to a straight
line vanishing at a critical voltageVc52.0 kV.
5-4
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C. Dependence of the flow rates upon electric voltage

The flow ratesQA2
and QB measured from Fig. 3, as

function ofV, are plotted in Fig. 7~a!. As shown in Fig. 4~d!,
particles initially in region~iii ! ~particles in the hopper! flow
through the pipe and reach the balance at a rateQB . The
flow rateQB appears and is measurable only below the cr
cal voltage 2.0 kV~see Fig. 3!. From Fig. 7~a!, QB is appar-
ently independent ofV. The flow rateQA2

, however, appears
and is measurable at all voltages as long as the two pea
the Q(t) curve are distinguishable.QA2

is the rate of par-
ticles coming from region~ii ! ~particles in the pipe!, as mea-
sured at the balance. As shown in Fig. 7~a!, QA2

is voltage

FIG. 6. Sketch of granular flows in regimeA2 ~a! when V
,Vc and~b! whenV.Vc . In ~a!, the interfaceb exists in the pipe.
See text for definitions of the symbols. In~b!, the interfaceb does
not exist in the pipe.
06130
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dependent; it decreases monotonically withV. While the
horizontal QB curve terminates abruptly atVc for a good
physical reason, there is no physical reason that theQA2

curve cannot be extended to the lowV region. What is
needed is better resolution in theQ(t) curve in Fig. 3.

The two curvesQA2
andQB cross each other at a voltag

V0.1.6 kV. What happens physically nearV0 is very inter-
esting. By definition,QA2

precedesQB in time in the mea-

surement. The fact thatQA2
.QB at V51.4 kV is not sur-

prising, since what it implies is that the flow rate out of th
hopper is lower than that out of the pipe, consistent with
picture that there exists an interfaceb @see Fig. 4~c!#. What is
surprising is that atV51.6 and 1.8 kV, respectively,QA2

,QB is recorded. The lowering ofQA2
at these two voltages

implies that the voltage is large enough to retard the de
column of particles in region~ii !. The paradox arises from
the fact that ifQB is greater thanQA2

, then how come an

interfaceb ~with dilute particles above it! can exist, ifQB is
interpreted as the flow rate out of the hopper outlet? T
answer to this puzzle rests on the fact that during the fl
whenQA2

is measured, the flow rate out of the hopper is n

QB , but QB8 . QB8 is lower thanQB because of the air
trapped above the interfaceb; the air will tend to slow down
the particles falling out of the hopper. This air effect is mo
prominent forV less than but close toVc , because particles
flowing out of the hopper see a hardly moving interfaceb,
i.e., vb.0. A log-log plot ofQA2

vs V is given in Fig. 7~b!,

giving a power law ofQA2
;V20.8.

FIG. 7. ~a! Flow ratesQA2
andQB vs V. Lines connecting data

points are drawn to guide the eye.QB is essentially constant;QA2

decreases monotonically with increasingV. RegimeB disappears at
a voltageVc52.0 kV, which is obtained from Fig. 5. The two
curves meet atV0. ~b! A log-log plot of QA2

vs V. The linear fit
gives a power law ofQA2

;V20.8.
5-5
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V. CONCLUSION

The influence of ac electric voltages on the flow of nick
particles from a hopper into a vertical pipe is studied. T
applied horizontal electric field is shown to be able to ret
the granular flow. The flow rate is controlled at two vertic
positions: at the hopper outlet and near the upper end of
electrodes. Three flow rate regimesA1 , A2, and B are ob-
served and explained. At relatively weak electric fields wh
V,Vc (52.0 kV!, a transition of the granular flow in th
pipe from regimeA to regimeB is observed. The higherV is,
the longer regimeA2 lasts. WhenV.Vc , regimeB of the
flow disappears and the flow stays in regimeA2. The flow
rate at regimeB, QB , is practically unaffected byV. The
flow rate of regimeA2 , QA2

, decreases withV monotonically
with a power law, which shows that the applied electric fie
can indeed retard the nickel granular flow. At voltageV0
slightly below Vc , QA2

equals toQB . Air column effect is

believed to be important nearV0.
The retardation effect of the electric field may be attr

uted to particles forming clusters at the two sidewalls n
the electrodes, whenV is large enough. Due to the inhomo
geneity of the electric field, the polarized particles are pul
towards the two sidewalls; the friction between the partic
and the walls is enhanced. The clusters near the wall b
the movement of some particles and effectively reduces
cross-sectional area of the tube at the electrode region
sulting in retardation in the flow.

The flow features are explained as coming from a com
tition between the blocking effect due to the electric field a
the pushing effect due to gravity. Note that the whole pipe
saturated with dense particles initially. In regimeA2, the lo-
cal electric field is able to retard the downward movemen
od

s

o,
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the dense column of particles above it; this flow is called
‘‘dense’’ flow. Within this regime, depending on the magn
tude of V, two kinds of behaviors are observed.~i! For V
,Vc , the flow rate from the hopper outlet is less than th
below the electrode region; a dilute column exists right b
low the hopper outlet. As time increases, this column exte
in length from zero to throughout the whole pipe. The flo
becomes a ’’dilute’’ flow—this is regimeB. The voltage
V (,2.0 kV! is not able to retard this dilute flow in regim
B, because the particles are not close enough to each o
that the induced dipole interaction is too weak to bind t
particles together to form clusters.~ii ! For V.Vc , the flow
rate below the electrodes decreases so much~compared to
that from the hopper outlet! that a dilute column below the
hopper is never formed, leading to the absence of regimB.
The flow in regimeA2, a dense flow, and is retarded by th
electric field, as in case~i!.

An interesting question remains on whether a high eno
voltage exists that is able to retard a dilute flow. Within o
experiments reported here, this question cannot be answ
The reason is that because the pipe is initially densely fi
due to the placement of the switch at the bottom of the pi
a dilute flow does not exist forV.2.0 kV. Therefore, we
cannot test the effect ofV on a dilute flow here, forV.2.0
kV. In fact, in a separate experiment in which dilute flows a
created by effectively placing the switch right under the ho
per @22#, the dilute flow is retarded by high enough voltage
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